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Abstract. In our paper we present a special kind of ITS for general electrical engineering which is provided in the context of the BMBF-project1 mile [1]. The objective of this project is the cooperative development of web-based e-learning content on the domains of general electrical engineering, technical mechanics, and multimedia and communication science. As a part of this project we provide an intelligent problem solving environment (IPSE) for a topic area from the basics of general electrical engineering. The objective of our work is to develop a knowledge-based learning environment, which supports the learner throughout the whole process of problem solving of selected topics of the basics of general electrical engineering. Our work is based on cognitive science research (ISP-DL2-Theory) of our group and the development of IPSEs in various domains as well as on the competence of the partner universities in general electrical engineering and their elaborated task collections.

In contrast to previous projects no formal specification of the tasks exists. Therefore, we classified the tasks according to their informal specified goals and elaborated a new model of domain specific tasks. This model is used to define goal-mean-relations (gmr) which are used for the elaboration of the planning objectives and for the symbolic computation of the solutions. Compared to gmr-s previously used in IPSEs the gmr-s in our IPSE are more complex because of the different types of task goals. The gmr-s form the core of our generative expert system, which is used to offer the students adaptive support while solving tasks according to the ISP-DL-Theory.

After an introduction a brief overview of ISP-DL and IPSE is given. Following the working environment implemented in JAVA and the diagnostic component implemented in PROLOG are presented in detail. Finally, the further work and the different application possibilities are described.
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1 The German Federal Ministry of Education and Research finances mile by means of the NMB funding program "Neue Medien in der Bildung" (New Media in Education).

2 Impasse-Success-Problem-Solving-Driven-Learning
Introduction

In the last years a lot of e-learning content has been developed for the basics of general electrical engineering. Many of them are instructional or they visualize experiments or the fundamentals of electrical engineering, physics and so on. Some of them contain tasks the learner has to solve. But most of them just check symbolic or numeric values as results. They don't analyse the steps of the solution path or incomplete solution proposals. So they can't give situation-adapted help, if the user is in an impasse while solving the task. Other programs used by students are computer algebra systems (CAS) like Mathematica or MathCad [2, 3] and circuit editors like PSPICE or CircuitMaker. These programs are powerful instruments but they can't analyse if an equation or a circuit is the solution for a given task. CAS check if the given equations are algebraic correct, calculate numeric or symbolic solutions and draw graphs. Circuit editors simulate circuits if they are electrical correct. But they don't give answers to the questions: "Is this circuit resp. equation a solution for the task?" or "Is my proposal a part of the solution?". Furthermore, for our tasks typically circuits as well as equations belonging to the circuits are demanded.

In the context of the BMBF-project mile (multimedia learning environment) we provide an IPSE for a topic area from the basics of general electrical engineering. The IPSE should help the student to acquire procedural knowledge from this domain, the declarative knowledge can be derived from the web-based learning modules of the partner universities. Our work is based on cognitive science research and the development of IPSEs in various domains as well as on the competence of the partner universities in electrical engineering [4] and their extensive task collections. The objective of our project is to develop a knowledge-based learning environment, which supports the learner throughout the whole process of problem solving of selected topics of the basics of general electrical engineering. To reach this aim a working environment is needed, that enables the user for example to edit circuits and equations. In doing so he should not be constrained to typical solutions, he should be as free as possible in solving the tasks. The system will be able to analyse even incomplete solution proposals and give adapted help.

To avoid design errors the design of IPSEs should be guided by a theory of knowledge acquisition. Our work is based on ISP-DL-Theory an acronym for "Impasse-Success-Problem-Solving-Driven-Learning".

1. ISP-DL and IPSE

1.1 ISP-DL


From our own empirical investigations [14] we concluded that it is fruitful to describe learning as an interplay of impasse- and success-driven learning.

Learning has two aspects: the process of knowledge optimization occurs after a solution has been found. The process is deductive in the sense that the new, optimized knowledge is a logical consequence of old knowledge [15]:

Background knowledge \cup evidence \Rightarrow optimized knowledge
The more interesting knowledge acquisition process occurs after solutions have been found with the help of heuristics. This process is inductive:

Background knowledge \cup \text{new knowledge} \models \text{evidence}

Therefore, heuristics can be seen as inductive inference rules.

ISP-DL theory motivates among others the following principles to implement computer systems to enable problem solving: As information is only helpful at impasse time, the system should offer help information only on demand. The help provided by the system should be adapted to the solution proposal of the learner and his pre-knowledge to avoid follow-up impasses. The learner should not be restricted to the typical solution examples.

1.2 IPSEs

Intelligent Problem Solving Environments (IPSEs) [16,17,18] - a special kind of Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) - belong to the class of constructivist learning environments. They enable the student to solve problems in a determined domain. During this process he can get adaptive help. Unlike an ITS they do not contain teaching or learning models. The system offers a sequence/set of domain relevant tasks. The adaptive help is created by a generative expert system (GSE), which is able to solve the tasks and analyse the students' proposals and is therefore able to respond adaptively to student hypotheses.

We describe briefly a typical IPSE and its formal specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Problem Solving:</th>
<th>$S \models E$ or $S \models E$ (subjective correct proposal)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(2.1) Possibly Incorrect Proposal:</td>
<td>$T \not\models E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2.2) Incorrect Proposal:</td>
<td>$T \not\models E$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Stating Hypotheses:</td>
<td>$E = E_{\text{fix}} \cup E_{\text{mod}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Sound Completion Proposal:</td>
<td>$T \models E'$ and $T \models E'$ with $E' = E_{\text{fix}} \cup E'_{\text{mod}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with desirable but domain dependent monotony:</td>
<td>$T \models E_{\text{fix}}$ and: $T \models E'_{\text{mod}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Self-Explanation:</td>
<td>$S' \models E'$ or $S' \models E'$ with: $S = S_{\text{fix}} \cup S_{\text{mod}}$ and: $S' = S_{\text{fix}} \cup S'_{\text{mod}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) (Inductive) Knowledge Modification:</td>
<td>$S \setminus S_{\text{mod}} \cup S'_{\text{mod}} \models E'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Used Symbols:</td>
<td>$S$ = subjective theory (personal knowledge), $S_{\text{fix}}$ = proven knowledge, $S_{\text{mod}}$ = modifiable knowledge $T$ = specification of the task (=theory) $E$ = solution proposal of the task, $E'$ = by the IPSE modified proposal $E_{\text{fix}}$ = retaining part of the proposal, $E_{\text{mod}}$ = modifiable part of the proposal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: IPSE-Specification
Table 1 illustrates the formal specification of an IPSE.

1. The user has got a subjective theory $S$. According to this theory $S$ he produces an artefact $E$ either by intuition ($\models$) or by derivation ($\vdash$). Now the user asks the system about his proposal.

2. The domain theory $T$ is implemented in the expert system. If the solution proposal of the user is wrong, it cannot be produced or explained by this theory $T$. The system can give error feedback to the user's solution proposal. If the system's solution is generated by rules, it is possible, that the set of rules is incomplete. So there might be correct solutions that the system can't recognize.

3. Now the user generates a hypothesis. He divides his proposal $E$ into a part $E_{\text{fix}}$ assuming that $E_{\text{fix}}$ can be embedded in a correct solution and a part $E_{\text{mod}}$.

4. If the system is able to generate a solution $E'$ which contains $E_{\text{fix}}$, the hypothesis of the user is right. To explain the missing steps in the proposal of the user the solution part $E'_{\text{mod}}$ can be used.

5. According to the ISP-DL theory we expect some sort of self-explanation. To explain the correctness of the solution $E'$ he has to generate the new knowledge $S'_{\text{mod}}$.

6. Now the user modifies his knowledge inductively. This new knowledge $S'$ contains old knowledge $S_{\text{fix}}$ and new knowledge $S'_{\text{mod}}$ and enables him to understand the proposal $E'$.

In the recent years we developed IPSEs in various knowledge domains. ABSYNT [23] (functional programming), PETRI-HELP (petri-net modeling), W\textsc{ikea} (room configuration for homely care), WULPUS [24] (management game), TAT [25] (constitutional formulas of reaction equations in organic chemistry), PULSE (pneumatic control circuits), MSAFE (electrical control circuits), Patent-IT (assistance for patent proposers) [26].

2. Working Environment and Hypotheses Testing

The following part will give an overview of our working environment and of what hypotheses testing looks like in our IPSE.

The working environment (Figure 1, Figure 2) consists of several areas. In the task area (on the left side) the task settings and the information about circuit elements are shown; under Help, one can ask for the solution tree generated by the system (Figure 2, left). In the middle of the working area the circuit editor is located, where the student can work on the task circuit (set or change the properties of circuit elements, transform or simplify the circuit). The toolbar above contains the tools which can be used to manipulate the circuit. On the right side there is the worksheet area. This worksheet contains the solution proposal of the student. If he thinks the circuit he has edited belongs to the solution of the task, he can copy it into the worksheet. Also he can write formulas with a special formula editor implemented for the system and make textual annotations to his proposal. The system’s feedback to hypotheses testing can be seen at the bottom of the window.

If the student loads a task, on the left the corresponding task specification is presented and possibly a circuit belonging to this task is shown in the middle. The worksheet just contains the initial state of the circuit. While working on the task, the student can edit this circuit and copy the different states of the circuit into the worksheet, he can write formulas and annotations into the worksheet and save it.

When he thinks that he has found a solution of the task ($S \models E$ or $S \vdash E$), he may ask the system for an evaluation by marking his complete proposal even if the solution proposal is incomplete (Figure 1, on the right). The correctness of a hypothesis is proved by comparing
the student's solution with system generated solution (T |- E or T |- E as our system is rule-based, see 2.1 Table 1 ). In case of an incorrect solution proposal the system gives error feedback (Figure 1, at the bottom). Now the user formulates a new hypothesis (E = E_{fix} \cup E_{mod}). He marks the parts of his proposal which he assumes to be correct (E_{fix}), that can be circuits as well as equations or both (Figure 2, right). The system gives positive feedback, only if E_{fix} can be embedded in a correct solution (Figure 2, at the bottom). In this case the solution trace of the program can be requested by the student (Figure 2, left). If the student lacks declarative knowledge, he can start the web-based learning modules of the partner universities. The appropriate links will be offered in the help tree.
The tasks will be saved in the WebTask-Database [27], which is established in Ilmenau and can be used online. Special XML-formats were elaborated to save the task specification and the user solution steps.

3. Knowledge Representation and Hypotheses Testing

3.1 Y-Model

Our detailed analysis of the task collections of our project partners brought us to the following elaborated Y-model for the task representation.

In our system supported tasks can be understood as relations over the sets of circuits (C), parameters (P), mathematical descriptions (M), and concepts (CF), see Figure 3.1. The information about the circuit topology is stored in the C-quantity, symbolic and numeric parameter values - in the P-quantity, and mathematical equations - in M. According to a task goal several Y-Types of our tasks can be built. On the Figure 3.2-3.4 the initially given sets (P, C, or M) are light grey and the goal sets (P, C, or M) are grey. If in a task e.g. symbolic equations for given circuit are searched, this task belongs to the Y-Type 1 (Figure 3.2). Such tasks where some parameter for given circuits must be defined from other given parameters build the Y-type shown in the Figure 3.3. Tasks where any circuit must be created and some parameter of this circuit calculated are in Y-group shown in the Figure 3.4.

The quantities P, C, and M can be derived from each other by the application of CF. This derivation represents the task solving process of an expert and can be produced by our IPSE by means of gmr’s.

![Figure 3. The Y-Model](image)

3.2 Hypotheses testing with gmr’s

To enable the testing of the hypotheses our IPSE contains a generative expert system which is able to solve the tasks. Therefore, the essential electrical engineering knowledge has to be represented in the knowledge base of our system. For this purpose the goals-means-relations (gmr) are used. Gmr have been successfully implemented for varying domains: from functional programming (ABSINT [19]) up to pilot modelling [28]. The gmr assigns the means (solutions) to the goals (tasks and subtasks). The means are dependent on different domains, for example they can be implementation parts, chemical elements (inclusive connections) or computations. In our IPSE the means are parts of the three sets circuits (C), parameters (P) and mathematical equations (M) of the former described Y-model. Additionally, there is a third parameter in the rules head. This is an informal text which describes the function of the rule. These texts can be used to generate help in the form of a trace of the solution steps of the program.
A special Meta-Interpreter interpreting the gmr-rules is implemented. Therefore, it is possible for the expert system to generate solutions for the tasks. In order to get many possible solutions the gmr-rules are very fine-grained. They can be combined to get different solutions, also "unusual" ones.

Owing to GMR the system will be able to examine hypotheses of the students and to complete solution drafts if necessary.

The example shows a gmr-rule for the calculation of an equivalent resistor. It is part of a gmr that simplifies the circuit. This task belongs to the Y-model shown in Figure 4 on the right side, because the circuit and some parameters are given and some parameters have to be calculated. First one has to find resistors of the given circuit that are connected according to the "ConnectionType" (e.g. parallel or series). The result of this search – the mean of this rule – is a part of the circuit (part of set C). As later on the resistance parameters of the resistors will be needed, the next step is to get them out of the set of parameters. Then the resistors are replaced through one new resistor, the mean of this rule is a part of the circuit. The last step is to calculate the new resistance parameter; the mean of this rule is a mathematical equation. In the case that the result of the equation is a numerical value, it also is a parameter.

```
gmr(simplify(_,_,'The circuit is simplified')):-
gmr(searchOne(ConnectionType,resistor),(Elements,Points),_),
gmr(getParameter(r,Elements,Parameters,_),),
gmr(replace(Elements,Points),[Points,[R,[Points,1],[Points,|],|],_),),
gmr(calculate(ConnectionType,Parameters,R),Formula,_),
gmr(simplify(_,_,_).)
```

![Figure 4. Gmr-rule example](image)

4. Conclusion

Our learning environment is meant for the beginners, who do not have enough experience with the professional software packages such as CircuitMaker or Mathematica and who need support by solving the tasks. The problem solving environment is adapted to the tasks of the partners universities. It can be used however for the solution of different other tasks, as long as these tasks lie within the pre-defined topic fields. At the present tasks e.g. to such topics as basic electrical circuits, Kirchhoff's laws, equivalent circuits are supported. Further on, the working environment can be used task-independently. The student may use the system as an experimental work environment and explore any circuit from the knowledge domain implemented in the system.

Our learning environment can be used both in the direct study and for self learning, the explanations during the problem solving and the commented solutions are helpful for exam preparations. A comprehensive testing and evaluation of our IPSE will take place at the partner universities after the first prototype is completed.
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